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Successful launch of the Router Module
The first installations of Summa’s F1612 flatbed with its brandnew router module, announced earlier this
year, took place this month and was welcomed with great enthusiasm.
This module has a 1 kW motor, capable of handling most used
solid boards in the Graphic and Sign Industry: hard foam PVC,
acrylic and aluminium covered foam boards. The module is
compatible with the F1612’s existing installations. It fits on the
modular head. It can easily be mounted when required or
dismounted when other modules or tools need to be installed.
The userfriendly software, SummaFlex, integrates the Summa
table perfectly into the print&cut workflow with camera
support. Assigning the right tool for the job is a child’s game
and media libraries can keep track of the settings for the
different materials.
With the availability of yet another tool for the F1612 flatbed Summa is proud to offer an even more
versatile and competitive product on the signmaking market all over the world. Whether it be thin foils or
25mm thick boards, the F1612 can handle it all, making the F1612 the perfect companion for the creative
Signmaker.
The new tool has already been exhibited throughout Europe at Sign UK, Viscom Milan, Viscom Paris and
will shortly be displayed at Viscom Germany and in Istanbul.
About Summa
With 25 years of experience building cutting plotters, Summa delivers highly reliable and accurate products
for the sign making, labelling, vehicle wrap, aerospace and outdoor advertising industries. One of the key
features of all Summa products is their unmatched durability. Summa’s product range includes the
remarkably productive S Class and SummaCut cutting plotters, the DC4 thermal transfer printer-plotter and
the new Summa F Series cutting table. All Summa cutters come bundled with a wide range of accessories,
consumables and software options for both Mac and PC systems.
Summa’s European headquarter in Gistel, Belgium, can be reached by calling +32 59 270011 or via the Web
at www.summa.eu.
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